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ArroWhere™ Independent Sales Representatives Wanted 
  

If you are passionate about selling, motivated by developing and growing your 
territory, and always wanted to create and manage your own commercial 
relationships, then we would like to talk with you about joining ArroWhere’s 
external sales team. 
  
We are a Canadian (Calgary-based) manufacturer looking for independent sales 
representatives in different localities across Canada covering different industries 
including cycling, running, athletic, and industrial. In your role, you will offer a 
variety of ArroWhere™ products to retailers and corporations in your territory. 
The cycling industry alone, for example, has over 5000 retail stores in America 
generating $18 Billion in annual sales. 

 
 

About ArroWhere: 
 
The ArroWhere™ concept is research proven and can help to make people safer 
outdoors, especially on public roads and highways.  
 
For the everyday runners, cyclists, and athletes that train in (low light) outdoor 
conditions, ArroWhere provides performance equipment and apparel that 
ensures their safety of others sharing the motorway. Through its simple yet 
revolutionary patented/patent-pending designs and products, ArroWhere creates 
a common language between everyday athletes and motorists that improves 
communication, facilitates understanding, and establishes a foundation for a 
cooperative motorway sharing community. 
 
Our worldwide patent-pending ArroWhere Arrow design can be seen in low 
beam car headlights at a distance of as much as 1/4 mile or more from the 
wearer. Thanks to the ubiquitous message contained in the arrow design, drivers 
and other road users most likely will subconsciously and/or automatically react 
to the reflected ArroWhere Arrow as it guides them to move in a direction away 
from the wearer/user.  As is the case in the many other roadside applications of 
arrow signage, no driver intends to hit an arrow and, whether he/she understands 
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that the arrow is worn by a cyclist or not, he/she will move around such a 
symbol. 
	

 
  

Right Attitude: 
  
Our sales reps are as proud and excited about our worldwide patented/patent-
pending revolutionary safety products as we are. They have a desire to get the 
product in peoples’ hands and make it happen. They are willing to learn and 
thrive on any mistakes made. Their high energy level matches their ambition for 
success. They are innovative and communicate with ArroWhere™ executives 
about initial feedback and more. 
  
  
What We Offer: 
  
-12% Commission on new sales 
-Residual commissions on previous sales (10%) 
-Corporate support including marketing materials 
  
  
Position Duties: 
  
-Make daily calls and visits to retail/corporate outlets across your territory 
-Maintain connections with existing stores 
-Establish new connections with prospective stores 
  
  
Position Requirements: 
-Sales experience is preferred 
-Computer competency 
-Driver’s license and reliable vehicle 
-College degree preferred but not required 
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Applicants: 
  
Please send your resume to info@arrowhere.com with “Attn: Sales Rep” in 
subject line. We will be in contact with you within a week’s time if we feel you 
would be a good match for our external sales team. 
  
For more information about ArroWhere™, please visit www.arrowhere.com or 
contact us at info@arrowhere.com. 
 
 


